Background: Nonequilibrium plasma assisted combustion (PAC)
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Nonequilibrium plasma assisted combustion (PAC)
• Plasma assisted ignition and combustion studied using different types of • Plasma assisted ignition and combustion studied using different types of discharges: spark, MW, RF, pulsed corona, nanosecond pulse, etc.
• 
Interpretation of PAC experiments: two opposing viewpoints
Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics Laboratories Gas Dynamics and Turbulence Laboratory two opposing viewpoints
• Thermal: Ignition due to rapid localized heating by the plasma (due • Thermal: Ignition due to rapid localized heating by the plasma (due to filamentation and arcing)
• Non-thermal: Ignition due to radical generation by the plasma (O • Non-thermal: Ignition due to radical generation by the plasma (O, H, OH, C x H y , etc.), which provides key radical initiation step at low temperatures Isolating and demonstrating possible non-thermal ignition mechanism has been difficult. To do this, we need to:
• Identify a "test bed" experiment suitable for this purpose • Both traces show emission intensity overshoot after~360 pulses (~9 msec)
• Both traces show emission "footprint" at~9 msec: emission no longer goes down to zero between pulses, indicating self-sustained emission process during combustion (OH and C 2 Swan)
• • 431 nm emission shows (CH) emission "footprint" at~9 msec, which coincides with OH and C emission "footprints" and temperature peak predicted by the model OH and C 2 emission "footprints" and temperature peak predicted by the model • Rapid heating rate in both discharges (~1000 0 C over 10 μsec)
• RF discharge: much higher temperature (from N 2 (C 3 Π u →B 3 Π g ) bands) than in DC discharge at nearly the same discharge power
• RF discharge energy balance: more power to flow heating, less power to electrode / wall heating
